ABSTRACT. This paper deals with the qualitative theory of uniform approximation by holomorphic functions. The first theorem is an extension to vector- 
The closed set E C D is said to be a set of tangential, asymptotic, or Carl- Proof. For the case where X = C, the necessity was shown by Arakélian [2] (see also [9] ). Now suppose D*\F is not locally connected and connected. Then there is a function / £ AiF, C) and an f > 0 such that
is satisfied by no function g £ F(D, C). Fix x £ X, x /=■ 0, and choose a seminorm p such that pix) = 1. Then by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is an x* £ X* for which x*(x) = 1, and |x*(y)| < piy), for all y £ X. Suppose, to obtain a contradiction, that (1) holds. Then there is a holomorphic mapping G £ HiD, X) tot which pifiz)x-Giz)Xe, z £F.
Thus |x*(/(z)x-GU))| <e;
that is, |/(z) -x*(G(z))| < e, which contradicts (2) and proves the necessity.
To prove sufficiency it is enough to show that AiF, X) C 77p(D, X) if D*\F is connected and locally connected. Let / £ AiF, X). We shall construct a Banach space y C X, with a stronger topology such that / is also in A(E, Y). Since the theorem is true for Banach spaces (Theorem 3), f £ HFiD, Y). However, since the topology on Y is stronger than the topology on X, HF(D, Y) C HpiD, X), which will establish (1).
Let \pn\ be a sequence of increasing seminorms which defines the topology for X. If \con\ is a sequence of positive numbers, then one easily shows that ix £ X: sup co p ix) < ooi = y C X is a Banach space with a stronger topology than that of X. Let 
Let \h\ < 8/2 and / be the derivative of / with respect to the topology of
As in the proof of (i), it is sufficient to show that, for given e,
provided N is sufficiently large. Now (7) is less than or equal to o>n (fiz + b) -fiz)\ <*"
The last inequality follows from (6) and (4). This establishes (7), which completes the proof of Lemma 2 and of the theorem.
Having considered the possibility of uniform approximation, we now turn to the possibility of asymptotic approximation. Proof. In case X = C, this theorem is essentially a corollary of Theorem 1.
However in the general case, it seems that a detailed proof is required.
We remark that it is sufficient to show that for «=1,2,
as z -► dD, z £ F. This is so, because for each p there is an « and a constant A such that p < Apn, and by choosing an appropriate eiz) we can replace o by 0.
We now prove (9) . Let D, F, f, and t be as in the hypothesis of the theorem. If F is compact, then the theorem is vacuously true.
Suppose E is not compact. Then we may assume lim eiz) is zero as z approaches the boundary of D.
If K is a compact set in D we may choose a compact set 7< CD and containing K such that (D*\F)\k' is connected. Also set K2 = \z £ F: eiz) > t(Q, for some £ eK1! U K1. all of D such that P"+lig"iz) -fniz)) < e" + 1/2n+1, z £ F%. From the way in which / was defined, it follows that gn satisfies (10), (11), and (12).
Thus we define a sequence \g \ satisfying (10) , (11), and (12). From (12) it is clear that \g \ converges to a mapping g holomorphic on all of D. Now fix p and let z be any point of F so close to the boundary of D that iiz) < tn_y Choose N so that ("iz) < eiz) < eN_¡. Then for any m> N,
By choosing ttz sufficiently large, the last term can be made as small as desired, and so from (10) and (12) it follows that pnifiz) -giz)) <eN< eiz). Since this holds for any z for which eiz) < e_j, the proof is complete.
As a consequence of the preceding proof we have Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, for each seminorm p, there is a holomorphic mapping g £ F(D, X) for which pifiz) -giz)) < eiz), z £ F.
As a further application of Theorem 2 we have the following result, first proved by Kaplan [lO] for the case that X = C. Proof. The proof is the same as for the case X = C (see [8] ).
A holomorphic mapping g £ 77(D, X) is said to have asymptotic value x£ X along a boundary path a in D provided fiz) -» x as z -* dD along a. Note that by an appropriate choice of eiz), one also obtains a mapping which approaches prescribed values with a prescribed speed along prescribed boundary curves. For the case where X = C, Corollary 3 was proved by Bagemihl and Seidel [4] and by Rudin [13] .
We conclude this section with some open problems. Four lemmas are required. We begin with a slightly modified lemma of Rudin.
Lemma 1 (Rudin [14, p. 383] ). Suppose a is a compact and connected subset contained in a disc of diameter 2r, Q = S2\a is connected, and the diameter of a is at least . Proof. The method of proof involves the standard technique of pole pushing.
We include the proof for completeness.
Let y be parameterized by z: [0, l) -> D. By finite induction one chooses 0 < fj < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tn < tn+1 < ... < 1 such that if f > tn then pizit), dD) < 1/n.
Again by induction we choose domains G such that (i) (T n E0 = 0 for all n,
Using Runge's theorem we construct inductively a sequence of rational functions if/n with the following properties:
(i) if/n has a unique pole at z(f"),
(ii) \Qiz) -if/Az)\ < 77/2 for z £ S2\GV
(iii) \ijjn_ Az) -if/niz)\ < r,/2" for z £ S2\Cn and « > 1.
On compact subsets of D, if/ converges uniformly to a function if/ in HiD).
If z£ EQ, then
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3. Lef D be a domain of the finite plane. Then there exists a function p £ CKiD) such that 0 < piz) < piz, dD), |tjp| < 1 for z £ D.
Proof. See Arakélian [2, Lemma 4] .
If (f¡ is a function from D into X which has continuous partial derivatives we say that cf> £ CAD, X).
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0 < 8iz) < V2piz, dD), \d8\ < min \e, 8l/2iz)\,
Uiz) -/(z)|| < e, \\d<f>iz)\\ < e/8iz).
Furthermore, if for some point z £ D, the ¡unction f is holomorphic in the disc \£-z\ <8iz),then <f>iz) = fiz).
Proof. Taking For z £ D, we set 8iz) = 82ipiz)), where p is the function in Lemma 3. (19) follows since 0 < 8iz) = 82ipiz)) < piz)/2 < piz, dD)/2 and \dSiz)\ = \8'2ipiz))\\dpiz)\. For z e C\D, set 8iz) = 0. We must verify that 8 £ CHC). This follows from = coipiz), 82ipiz))) < coipiz), SApiz))) < tpiz)/2 < i/2 < f.
To complete the proof, there remains only to verify the second inequality of (20). Having established the required lemmas, we now proceed with the proof of the theorem. Let D*\F be connected and locally connected. If /e A(E, X), then we shall prove that / £ HpiD, X). Since X is an absolute retract [6] , we may assume that / £ CiD, X). We may also assume <*> 4 D. Given e > 0, let <f> and 8 be the functions from Lemma 4, and T the support of 0<tJ. Also,let |Dn| be a normal exhaustion of D. That is, for each n, D isa domain bounded by finitely many disjoint smooth Jordan curves, D C Dn+j, and D = U~_i0". Using the Hahn-Banach theorem, one easily obtains the following generalization of Pompeiu's formula [7, p. 14] «"-¿rJkg«-rJï..gi*r 
